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Example Text

Words or characters quoted
from the screen. These
include field names, screen
titles, pushbuttons labels,
menu names, menu paths,
and menu options.
Cross-references to other
documentation

Example text

Emphasized words or
phrases in body text, graphic
titles, and table titles

Example text

File and directory names and
their paths, messages,
names of variables and
parameters, source text, and
names of installation,
upgrade and database tools.

Example text

User entry texts. These are
words or characters that you
enter in the system exactly as
they appear in the
documentation.

<Example
text>

Variable user entry. Angle
brackets indicate that you
replace these words and
characters with appropriate
entries to make entries in the
system.

EXAMPLE TEXT

Keys on the keyboard, for
example, F2 or ENTER.
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How to Use IT Task Planning Tool

1. Business Scenario
The IT operations team, which comprises of IT operations manager and IT operators, handles day-today system administration activities, such as daily system health check, database backup, and client
copy in an SAP landscape. If they have to handle these activities in a very large SAP landscape, they
encounter the following challenges:




Latest version of operation guides might not be available or known to IT operators
IT operators need to manually keep track of all the performed activities
No tracking if re-occurring administrative tasks have been executed

IT operations team can handle these challenges using the SAP’s IT Task Management & Guided
Procedures application that provides authoring, planning, execution, and reporting capabilities.
The following graphic shows the process of how the IT operations team can work with the guided
procedure framework to define, plan, and execute guided procedures.

This How-to Guide focusses on planning guided procedures using the IT Task Planning application.
The IT Task Planning application allows you to plan the execution of guided procedures, in advance.
For example, you can plan in advance, the execution of the guided procedure "daily system health
check" for the ERP production system, which starts daily at 8 AM, and the execution of a customerspecific guided procedure "Client Copy” for the test and QA system, which starts next Tuesday at 4
PM. The application allows you to assign either individual users or support teams as processors for
execution of guided procedures. You can also plan a guided procedure in expert mode if you want
different steps of the guided procedure to be executed for different managed systems, and different
processors have to execute different activities. In expert mode, the application generates one CRM
task for each assigned processor of a guided procedure.
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2. Background Information
An IT task planned using the IT Task Planning application creates a component-based CRM task. For
any issues related to IT Task Planning, create a ticket using the component SV-SMG-ADM-TSK.

3. Prerequisites
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You use SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 10 or higher.
The configuration steps described in SAP Note 1825634 have been performed.
Recurring administrative tasks have been defined as customer-specific guided
procedures.
User who performs the task planning has the role SAP_TASK_PLANNING_COMP or
equivalent assigned to his user.
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4. Overview
The IT Task Planning tool helps IT operations manager to create administrative tasks for IT operators.
They can create these tasks by planning guided procedures, which have been defined beforehand
using the Guided Procedure Management application of SAP Solution Manager. These guided
procedures include steps and activities, which IT operators execute to accomplish their day-to-day
administrative work. For example, a guided procedure can include activities that are necessary to
execute a daily system health check.
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5. Step-by-Step Procedure
In this section, you will learn how to use IT Task Planning tool to plan guided procedure related tasks
for managed objects like technical systems, databases or hosts, and to assign processors to the
tasks.

5.1

Open Task Management from the Technical
Administration Workcenter

Call the transaction SM_WORKCENTER and switch to Technical Administration workcenter.
In the Technical Administration workcenter, choose Task Management.

...

5.2

Open IT Task Planning

Open the IT Task Planning tool, embedded or in new window
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If you have planned guided procedures in the past, you would see the list of all those guided
procedure plans.

You can also bring up the list of guided procedure plans that are relevant only to a specific managed
object type.

...

5.3

Planning Guided Procedures

IT Task Planning tool offers two modes of planning, the standard planning mode and the expert
planning mode.
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Guided Procedure(Standard)
You can use standard planning mode if:


You want to plan the execution of one or several guided procedures in one shot.



You want all the steps of the guided procedure to be executed for the same managed objects.



If you want the same team or the same person to execute all the activities of the guided
procedures, with no collaboration required between different persons or teams. For example,
you can plan the daily execution of guided procedure “System Check for ABAP System” for an
ABAP system and the guided procedure “System Check for JAVA System” for a Java System.
The same team must execute both the guided procedures.

Standard planning mode creates one CRM component-based task for every guided procedure. That
means the number of tasks created in this mode equals to the number of guided procedures chosen
during planning.

Guided Procedure(Expert)
You can use expert planning mode if you need to plan the execution of a single guided procedure
where:



There is a need for executing different steps of the guided procedure for different managed
objects
There is a need for executing different activities of the guided procedure by different persons
or teams

You have defined a guided procedure to stop and start a process orchestration system during a
planned downtime. Before you stop the process orchestration system, you need to stop channel
processing in a controlled manner. To do this, you need to perform some administrative actions in the
Process Orchestration system and in the connected business systems. After you start the process
orchestration system, you need to restart channel processing and verify that everything works as
expected. To do this, you need to perform some administrative actions in the Process Orchestration
system and in the connected business systems. Due to organizational reasons, the SAP Basis team
must perform the administrative actions, while the IT Support team must perform the stop and restart
of the process orchestration system. Expert planning mode creates one CRM component-based task
for every processor. That means the number of tasks created in this mode equals the number of
processors assigned during planning.
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5.3.1

Planning Guided Procedures in Standard Planning
mode



Choose the guided procedures that you want to plan from the Available guided procedures list.
A single guided procedure is chosen here as an example to explain the process of task creation
in standard planning mode.



Schedule the guided procedure as required. You can choose to plan a single occurrence type
guided procedure or a recurring type guided procedure.
If you want to plan a recurring guided procedure, choose the Is Recurring checkbox.

Different options exist for planning a recurring guided procedure:
Pattern: The recurring pattern of the guided procedure. It can be Daily, Weekly or Monthly.
Daily: Schedule a daily recurring guided procedure.
Weekly: Schedule a weekly recurring guided procedure.
Week Days: The days of the week on which the guided procedure occurs.
Monthly: Schedule a monthly recurring guided procedure.
Options: You use the Day of Month option to select the day of the month on which the guided
procedure occurs, and Weekday of Month to select specific weekdays of the month on which
the guided procedure occurs.
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Start At: Start time of the recurring guided procedure.
Due By (in duration): The time duration, within which the execution of the guided procedure
shall be completed.
If you choose to plan a guided procedure of type single occurrence, its relevant tasks are visible in the
task inbox immediately after planning, while if you choose to plan a recurring guided procedure, then
its tasks are visible in task inbox only after the next run of the planning batch job TP_SCHEDULER.


In the next step, you determine for which managed object the guided procedure shall be
executed.

You can choose managed objects of type Technical system, Host, or Database. You need to select
the right managed object type. For example, you should plan the “System Check for ABAP System"
guided procedure only for ABAP systems and not for Java systems.
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Enter the managed objects that you want to add, and choose OK.



Assign a processor or a support organization who shall execute the guided procedure.

If you know the business partner number of the processor to whom you want to assign the guided
procedure, you can enter it directly.

Or else you can choose the processor using the Input help.
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You can also assign a support organization as processor. When you do so, any member who belongs
to that support organization can execute the guided procedure.

You can choose to change the priority of the guided procedure plan if required.



Save the guided procedure plan.

Navigate to the IT Task Planning window, and choose Refresh to see the entry of the guided
procedure that you just planned.

The standard planning mode creates one task for each guided procedure. That is, the number of tasks
created in this mode equals the number of guided procedures chosen for planning.
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You can navigate to IT Task Inbox from within the IT Task Planning tool to see the status of the
related CRM tasks. To do so, select a guided procedure plan for which you would like to view the
tasks, and choose Show Task Instances.
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5.3.2

Planning Guided procedures in Expert Planning mode



In the IT Task Planning window, choose Guided Procedure(Expert).



Choose a guided procedure from the Available guided procedures list.
In the expert planning mode, you can plan only one guided procedure at a time.



Choose Next.



In the Enter Scheduling Information step, you schedule the guided procedure as required.
You can choose to plan a single occurrence type guided procedure or a recurring type guided
procedure. If you want to plan a recurring guided procedure, choose the Is Recurring checkbox.
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Different options exist for planning a recurring guided procedure:


Pattern: The recurring pattern of the guided procedure. It can be Daily, Weekly or Monthly.



Daily: Schedule a daily recurring guided procedure.



Weekly: Schedule a weekly recurring guided procedure.



Week Days: The days of the week on which the guided procedure occurs.



Monthly: Schedule a monthly recurring guided procedure.



Options: You use the Day of Month option to select the day of the month on which the guided
procedure occurs, and Weekday of Month to select specific weekdays of the month on which
the guided procedure occurs.



Start At: Start time of the recurring guided procedure.



Due By (in duration): The time duration, within which the guided procedure execution shall be
completed.

If you choose to plan a guided procedure of type single occurrence, its relevant tasks are visible in
the task inbox immediately after planning while if you choose to plan a recurring guided procedure,
then its task are visible in task inbox only after the next run of the planning batch job
TP_SCHEDULER.


Choose Next.



In the Assign Managed Objects step, you assign managed objects to the steps of the guided
procedure.
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You can assign managed objects to the guided procedure steps as follows:
•

The same managed objects to all the guided procedure steps

•

Different managed objects to each guided procedure step

In the example above, the IT Operations Manager has planned the execution of a guided procedure to
stop and start a Process Orchestration system during planned downtime. Before the IT support team
stops the process orchestration system, the SAP Basis team needs to perform some administrative
actions in a specific order in the process orchestration system JP9 and in the connected business
systems B2J, E2J and JP8 in a controlled manner. The stop PI channel step is relevant for a Java
system, while the stop pipeline processing is relevant for the ABAP business systems. After the
downtime, The IT support team restarts the process orchestration system. After the restart, the SAP
Basis team needs to perform some administrative actions in the process orchestration system JP9 and
in the connected business systems to restart channel processing and verify that everything works as
expected.
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Choose Next.



In the Assign Processor step, you assign processors to the guided procedure activities.
You can assign processors as follows:
•
•
•
•

Same processor to all the activities of the guided procedure
Same processor to all the activities within a guided procedure step
Different processors to each activity of the guided procedure
Different processors to each activity within a guided procedure step

To assign a same processor to all the activities at once, select the checkbox representing the
guided procedure.

Choose the Assign Processor button.

Enter the business partner number of the processor or the support organization team, and choose
OK.
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The guided procedure wizard now displays the assigned processor.

To assign the same processor to all the activities within a guided procedure step, select the
checkbox representing the guided procedure step, and choose the Assign Processor button.

Enter the business partner number of the processor or the support organization team.
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The guided procedure wizard now displays the assigned processors.

To assign different processors to each guided procedure activity, select the checkbox representing the
guided procedure activity, and choose the Assign Processor button.

Enter the business partner number of the processor or the support organization team.

The guided procedure wizard now displays the assigned processors.
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In the example above, the SAP Basis team performs the administrative actions to stop and
restart channel and pipeline processing, while the IT support team performs the actual restart of
the system. Choose Next.



In Review Task Information step, you can review the task details and summary of assignments.

You can change the task name and priority, if required.



Save the guided procedure.
To view the guided procedure that you just planned, navigate to IT Task Planning window, and
choose Refresh.
You can navigate to IT Task Inbox from within the IT Task Planning tool to see the status of the
related CRM tasks. To do so, select a guided procedure plan for which you would like to view
the tasks instances, and choose Show Task Instances.

The expert planning mode creates one task for each processor. That is, the number of tasks
created in this mode equals the number of processors assigned during planning.
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